About Systems Atlanta, Inc.
Systems Atlanta, Inc. provides
comprehensive solutions and
services that address the
technology requirements of
civilian and government air
traffic control, aviation, and
emergency facilities. As the
leader in the Information
Integration & Display Systems
(IDS) industry, SAI has more
than 30 years of experience
developing and implementing
IDS networks in all operational
environments anywhere in the
world.
The
company’s
solutions include the widely
adopted and highly tailorable
IDS5 ISD product suite and
network engineering services.
In addition, SAI offers both
classroom and online training
courses, technical support,
program management, and
other services designed to
improve customers’ access to
information,
responsiveness
situational awareness, and
operational efficiencies.

2020 Training &
Event Calendar
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Systems Atlanta is offering numerous formal training opportunities
throughout 2020 at our corporate headquarters in Kennesaw, GA.
Whether you are new to IDS5 or an experienced IDS5 Database
Administrator, we have training that will fit your needs.
Additionally, Systems Atlanta will be exhibiting at several
conferences in 2020. This is a perfect opportunity to get a hands-on
demonstration of the most current features and capabilities.

Let’s Walk the Dog…
In May, I will be celebrating my 15th year of being a Georgia resident and a
Systems Atlanta team member. I truly can’t believe how quickly that time has
flown. I have seen our company’s products blossom into a must-have tool for
air traffic controllers, airfield managers, emergency management and a slate of
other organizations involved with command and control of an airport, airfield,
or installation. In most cases, people have always understood that having data
at their fingertips during a crisis or emergency is critical to the overall
operational success. But during our demonstration of what IDS5 can do, there
always comes a point when “it” happens … they eventually get the “AHA” look
on their face and form the question: “Would it make sense to have all this data
available to me all the time, day-to-day, and not only during an emergency
situation?” Well, yes, yes it would – The Eureka moment has struck!

IDS5 Advanced Database Development Course

IDS5 Maintenance Training Course
Closed for Holiday Observance

1100 Cobb International Place. NW
Kennesaw GA 30152

[P]
[F]

770.928.0240
770.928.9396

Corporate Corner

* Training dates subject to change based on COVID-19 restrictions

IDS5 Database Administrator Course
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In a round-about way it is very similar to what I am seeing here in my
neighborhood as we plunge into a phase of life that I have no recollection of
ever going through – a worldwide pandemic. Well before this event started,
my wife and I, along with our children, were constantly outside people when
the weather permitted. We seemed to always be in the backyard, relaxing out
front on our benches, taking a walk with the dogs, or when the kids were
young, playing with them in our cul de-sac. What we found odd during the past
15 years was that we were typically the only ones out enjoying where we live.
We would see garage doors open, cars drive in and out, delivery trucks come
and go, but never really any sign of adult humans walking around our little
neighborhood. Then the COVID-19 emergency crisis hit us.
People were initially cautioned, then advised, and in some cases forced, to stay
home. As their isolation grew, someone eventually said inside each of their
households, “Hey, let’s walk the dog instead of just letting her out to the
backyard.” So, they ventured out into the “new world” of our neighborhood.
As they passed my wife and I, sitting in our front yard over 10 feet away from
them, we waved and said hello. They all seemed a bit perplexed and attempted
a little wave of the hand and a somewhat muted “hello” came out of their
mouths. As they rounded the bend of our cul de-sac and started trekking away
from our house, we could actually feel the “AHA” look form on their faces.
Well, by day three or maybe it was day four, the Eureka moment occurred with
most all of our neighbors – they realized a walk-about was nice, they realized
this is a great neighborhood, they realized they didn’t need a crisis to take
advantage of what has always been available to them day-to-day.
Continued on page 2 ...
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Systems Atlanta, Inc. (SAI) has always provided customers with
high-tech solutions to power operational efficiency, increase
information availability and improve communications. The
Information Display System, 5 (IDS5) is the company’s “flagship”
system that allows users to distribute and display static and real
-time data. IDS5 provides immediate access to a wide range of
operational information and support data, while also promoting
the safety and efficiency of operations. As time goes by, SAI
continues to add powerful tools that augment the IDS5
capability. Some of these include the Digital Range
Information System (DRIS), Digital Automatic Terminal
Information Service (DATIS), Information Display System for
Command and Control (IDS-C²) and Systems Atlanta Drone
Sentry Detection System (SA-DS²).
DRIS - The Range Information System provides tools to track, display, and
coordinate and broadcast all aspects of range activities.

Once the weather interface is restored to operational status, the manually
entered data is automatically replaced with live data, requiring no additional
steps from the users.
Enhancements have also been made to the Conditional Object capability.
Objects can now be set to display conditionally based on the content of
Notepad objects. Previously, an object could only be set to display based on a
specific item(s) in quick select objects. This change allows for greater flexibility
in configuring objects and greater control over what information a user sees
when specific conditions exist.
User acknowledgements have also seen a change. You can now add the current
user’s profile and/or computer name to the acknowledgment text. This is great
for when you need to know what facility or position sent the
acknowledgement.
Version 1.10 has also made editing multiple objects at once even easier. A user
can simply double-click on an IDS5 page to enter edit mode. This new edit
mode comes with a floating toolbar notifying your users they are in edit mode,
and allows them to save their changes or cancel the edit session. This reduces
the need for the main IDS5 toolbar to be shown, allowing more screen real
estate for essential information.

For more information or assistance with configuring any of these new features,
please contact us at 770.790.5345 or support@sysatl.com.
—Jeff Collar, Senior Systems Technician

DATIS - The Digital ATIS provides a high quality and fully automated
replacement to manually-produced ATIS broadcasts, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.
IDS-C² - Assembles the software and support into one easy to use, out of the
box, ready-today solution configured 100% to your location's mission needs.
SA-DS² - Provides direction-finding, range detection and tracking of
unauthorized drone intrusions. The state-of-the-art antenna combines an
omni-directional antenna with low-profile directional antennas in a rugged
easy-to-install package with minimal infrastructure implications.
To learn more about any of our solutions, contact us at 770.928.0240 (Option 1)
or info@sysatl.com
—Ken Grassel, Director/Sales Operations

Systems Atlanta is proud to announce the release of IDS5 version
1.10. This latest release provides many new features designed to
enhance capabilities and decrease user workload. Here are some
highlights.

One of the features we would like to highlight is the ability to
manually enter METAR data in the event of a WX interface failure.
Manually entered weather data is displayed in the same location
users are accustom to viewing it.

RMA Reminder

As we continue to grow, we
are looking to fill new job
positions with individuals
looking to grow with us. If you
or someone you know are
looking for a job opportunity,
more information can be found
on our website:

The moral of my article is this: don’t wait for a crisis situation to find your
“AHA” moment. Get out and live life daily; use your IDS5 each and every day!
—Darrin Luedke, Vice President & COO

What’s on the Menu?

At SAI, employees are our
most valued resource and are
at the center of everything we
do. We have built a performance
-driven organization to attract,
develop, reward and retain top
talent by offering a balanced
work-life environment in a
professional and family-friendly
atmosphere.

… continued from page 2

Their Eureka moment had occurred – and now THEY initiate a “hello” to us as
they approached our house!

IDS5 v1.10

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
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Let’s face it, as computer equipment ages, failure can and will
occur. Fortunately, as part of the U.S. Army Airfield Automation
System (AAAS) Life Cycle Support plan, all AAAS program
procured equipment is covered for repair/replacement via our
Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) process.

So how does this process work? After notifying our support
center of the defect, you will receive an email notifying you
that a trouble ticket has been created along with an assigned
Customer Support Request (CSR) number. From there, a SAI
specialized technician will analyze and troubleshoot the
defects that you are experiencing and determine an efficient
plan of action for resolution. In the event that a repair/
replacement of the hardware is warranted, SAI will send you a RMA form to be
signed. This form details your contact information and provides a brief
description of the hardware defect. In most cases, SAI will ship replacement
hardware in advance with a return shipping label included for defective
equipment to be returned.
Systems Atlanta understands how faulty equipment can disrupt operations and
we stand ready to ensure any disruption is minimal. Feel free to give our
support center a call at 770.790.5345.
—Tarius Bell, Sr. Project Coordinator

Continued on page 3 ...

Did you know…
One of the newest capabilities
included in the latest IDS5
Version 1.10 release is the
Object Pane feature that
enables quick access to
modify IDS5 objects. The
object pane is especially
usefully when working with
complex IDS5 pages where
objects
are
sometimes
difficult to find and select. The
object pane lists all objects by
name and type, allowing users
to adjust their display order,
double-click to access object
properties, as well as identify
grouped objects. The Object
Pane is accessed while in
Structure Edit from the Page
menu or by selecting Ctrl-O
from the keyboard.
—Alix Paul, Support Technician
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